Automated human identification from their walking behavior is a challenge attracting much interest among machine vision researchers. However, the systems which are able to detect pedestrian attributes based on their walking behavior remain to be developed. Here, a soft computing approach to determine walking behavior based on motion imagery is studied as the basis for developing pedestrian safety information systems. Gender and age are classified based on motion pattern derived in experiments. At the front end, image and video processing was performed to separate foreground from background images. The widths of silhouette were analyzed using two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transformation to extract human motion features. Feature sub-sets were then selected to find salient, effective classification features. Finally, Choquet integral agent networks (CHIAN) with a competitive learning algorithm were employed to classify gender and age into its classes. The experimental results demonstrated capability of the proposed system to classify gender and age in highly accurately.
Introduction
In recent years there has been considerable research directed to improve pedestrian safety and accessibility by addressing specific problems associated with crossing the street [1 -4] . They showed designing, engineering, operating, and maintaining roadways and pedestrian facilities in producing a pedestrian-friendly environment. The numbers of engineering solutions were developed to improve the quality of pedestrian network. Among of them, Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) technologies related to pedestrian safety and access is applied for the problems of pedestrians experience as they are crossing a street. These include increasing motorist awareness of pedestrian, feedback to waiting and street-crossing pedestrians, implementing pedestrian detection, and addressing visual impairment issues. Although, current pedestrian crossing facilities are able to capture the availability and the movement of pedestrian then give feedback to systems for adjusting the parameters. The detection of individual pedestrians remains to be developed.
Sensor technology emulating human vision such as video cameras could help solve these problems. Surveillance cameras are installed in many public areas and computer-based image processing is promising as a way to handle vast amounts of camera-generated image data. One objective of integrated surveillance is to warn operators when events that may require human intervention, such as to avoiding accidents [5] , or preventing vandalism, are detected. Such warnings are reliable, however, only if systems detect and determine pedestrian behavior. Automatically monitoring pedestrian behavior via computers could conceivably save much human work in continuously monitoring and operating surveillance systems.
Similar to the uniqueness of faces or fingerprints, ways of walking are believed to be unique to the individual. Psychological studies have sought to determine the human ability to recognize persons based on gait. A new area in computer vision is the automated analysis of gait from motion imagery and attempts have been made to use gait as an identification parameter in several applications, such as biometrics, medical rehabilitation, sport, and etc. Little works has been done, however, in pursuing pedestrian safety based on their motion.
Walking is a daily activity, and it is one of most basic human actions. It can be observed regardless of public and private matters through all of space-time dimension. By seeing the human walking behavior, the various perceptions of body conditions can be observed easily when abnormality is found in limbs, in human motor coordination, or in human sensory function. The pedestrian posture and walking speed condition in which the defective function is found, are reflected from those scenes.
In this research, space-time pattern information was extracted based on the dynamic scene acquired from a video image. The walking condition of person which might represent the perception of body modality differences between age-and gender-groups was evaluated from the dynamic features of walking pattern. In this study, an intelVol. 13 No. 4, 2009 Journal of Advanced Computational Intelligence 481 and Intelligent Informatics ligent information processing mechanism that embedding the aspect of the human thinking way connected with the factor of the walking appearance was determined by a soft computing approach. At the front end, image and video processing was performed to separate foreground from background images. The widths of silhouette were analyzed by two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transformation to extract features of human motion. Feature sub-sets were then selected to determine salient, effective classification features. Choquet integral agent networks (CHIAN) with competitive learning algorithms were employed to classify gender and age into its classes. This system is expected to be capable of detecting specific objects in the street based on their behavior attributes such as gait. If we are able to implement this research in real world condition, i.e., determining normal and abnormal pattern of human motion, it will be helpful in upgrading the safety of pedestrians and decrease the occurrence of untoward incidents.
Preprocessing of Human Motion Imagery

Extraction of Human Motion Features
The segmenting moving objects in image sequences is a basic in surveillance application step. Background segmentation involves calculating reference images, subtracting new frames from reference images, thresholding the result and updating reference image. In this paper, Gaussian distribution of adaptive mixture Gaussian models proposed by Stauffer et al. was used to separate foreground from background images [6] .
After this separation, pixels containing pictures of pedestrians and other moving objects are detected in binary image, which may be distorted by noise introduced during image acquisition or by natural causes such as shadows. Hue, saturation and value (HSV) color space corresponds closely to human color perception and has been proven more accurate in distinguishing shadows than red, green and blue (RGB) color space or gray-scale space [7] . An attempt is made to determine how occlusion due to shadow changes H, S and V values. Morphological filter such as dilation and erosion is then used to remove anomalies from detected region, such as spurious pixels, and holes in objects, yielding foreground image result de- tected as shown in Fig. 1 .
Once the spatial silhouette of a walking object is extracted, its boundary is obtained easily using a border-following algorithm based on connectivity. An appearance-based approach is used to extract basic motion imagery features similar to that proposed by Kale et al. [8] , i.e., the width of contour of a silhouette is extracted as human motion features as shown in Fig. 2 . Image silhouette width is calculated as the difference in locations of left-and right-most boundary pixels for rows and a width vector generated for frames.
Silhouette contour widths contain structural and dynamic aspects and represent patterns of human motion compactly. Spatial-temporal widths plotted in Fig. 3 show that the width vector is roughly periodic and gives the extent of movement of different parts of the body. Most such changes occur in the arms and legs. The rest of body parts do not undergo any significant changes during the human Fourier transform is based on the fact that any periodic function can be expressed as an infinite sum of periodic complex exponential functions. Fourier transform thus effectively extracts feature in many signal processing application, especially for signals where information is hidden in the frequency domain [9] . Fourier transformation is applied to 2D signals such as images, and spatiotemporal data.
The 2D Fourier transform expression is written as:
variables ω 1 and ω 2 are frequency variables; measured in radians per sample.
, is a complex-valued function periodic both in ω 1 and ω 2 with period 2π. Because of the periodicity, usually only range 
Selection of Human Motion Features
In practical use, not all extracted features either need to be, or indeed, can be used, because an increasing number of features may actually reduce the classification performance. It is necessary to remove irrelevant features to ensure efficiency, recognition accuracy and interpretation purposing ease. The process of removing irrelevant and redundant features is called feature selection [10] . A limited, yet salient, feature set simplifies both pattern representation and classifiers built in selected representation. Consequently, the resulting classifier will be faster and use less memory. For these reason, we used feature selection to select a yet smaller subset of extracted features deemed to be the most distinguishing and informative.
Feature Subset Selection (FSS) is the preprocessing part of the model that selects features useful for classification. Selection is based on the individual advantages of each feature. The T-Test criterion [11] measures individual features significance based on ranking of features x x x using an independent evaluation criterion for binary classification. The D-dimensional input vector is denoted as
, where the number of examples belonging to the effective group is n +1 , examples belonging to the ineffective group n −1 , the mean of the j-th feature of the effective group μ j,+1 , the mean of the j-th feature of ineffective group μ j,−1 , and their standard deviations σ j,+1 and σ j,−1 . The significance of each feature x j is measured as follows:
This criterion is interpreted as finding the one single feature that best discriminates among both groups in feature space. The greater this score is, the better is the discrimination power of the feature. Based on this score, each feature is assigned by rank of significance. The feature selection is conducted by selecting a certain number of features from the top. Feature subset selection methods are effective if the condition of variables is independent.
Soft Computing Approach to Human Attributes
Choquet Integral Agent Networks (CHIAN)
The development of flexible and intelligent information processing mechanisms based on human thinking mimicry is required for solving daily life problems. In this context, new types of various computing methods were proposed to cope with such aspects of information processing for the real world problems. These methods are called "soft computing" as a whole, and they are respectively attributed with specific features and play supplementary roles to each other. As intelligent information processing mechanisms various soft computing methods have been introduced in recent years. Fuzzy sets, fuzzy measure and Integrals, neural networks and genetic algorithms were introduced for coping with complexity, unexpected change, and incomplete knowing of the real world.
A fusion of neural network concepts and fuzzy measure and integral concepts has been studied as a flexible information fusion mechanism [12] based on the fact that theory of neural networks is designated to represent hidden mechanisms of information transformation in human, biological and natural phenomena. Despite its high flexibility, however, it could not make them to comprehend the real mechanism in most cases. On the other hand, theory of fuzzy sets or theory of fuzzy measure and integrals are useful for enhancing their macroscopic comprehension of complex systems in the real world. For problems appropriate to neural network approaches, it was proposed to introduce a Choquet integral agent in the framework of fuzzy measures at every neuron unit instead of simple weighted sums, on the assumption that units may operate more flexibly and meaningfully as intelligent human information processing. Choquet Integral Agent Networks (CHIAN) realized operational embedding of existing partial and qualitative knowledge and gray box representation offers partial knowledge of selected internal components in information fusion.
The schematic diagram of an agent in CHIAN is shown in Fig. 4 or qualitative system input data {u i } from the real world if k = 1 or from the output of agents x k−1 j as multiple inputs { f (s)}, and these are integrated by an integral Choquet mechanism yielding normalized output x k j as a meaningful factor. The mathematical expression is as follow:
Let S = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s m } be a collection of input channels for an agent,φ be the empty set and set function w : 2 S → [0, 1] be a fuzzy measure satisfying the following properties;
Setting real valued function f : S → [0, ∞] as an integrated function, i.e., multiple input values, result x obtained by the Choquet integral for fuzzy measure μ is defined as follow;
. (3b) where p(r) is a permutation of elements of S so that
As known well Choquet integral has specific properties as a quite flexible aggregation. That is, it includes Lebesgue integral which corresponds to traditional weighted sum in the case of finite input sets, and simultaneously includes logical aggregation of fuzzy features for multiple qualitative items.
CHIAN with Competitive Learning Algorithms
CHIAN has beneficial features to realize the operational means embedding existing partial and qualitative human knowledge, flexible model of the network, and gray box representation. However, the effectiveness of CHIAN for solving real world problems have some limitation, (1) it must handle a large number of input channels (n) where CHIAN requires (2 n ) subset values to determine fuzzy measure (w). (2) human knowledge must be embedded in individual input channels of a CHIAN agent. Practically speaking, this requirement is unfeasible and rarely implemented in many realistic problems. In this case, the inputs network structure must be broken down into categories. Though, the input grouping is not easy task, in the most cases, some prior knowledge and/or trial several experiments are required in this process.
Learning from data is one of essential capabilities of machine learning for copying human ability when interpreting the patterns of data. Clustering is one of the most primitive mental activities of humans, used to handle the huge amount of information they receive every day. Processing every piece of information as a single entity would be impossible. Thus, human beings tend to categorize entities into clusters. Each cluster is then characterized by the common attributes of the entities it contain. Clustering is a method which allows discovering similarities and differences among patterns and deriving useful conclusions about the patterns of data. In view of this fact, the clustering method is employed for categorizing inputs of CHIAN.
Among the many types of clustering, competitive learning algorithms are an effective unsupervised learning that learns data without a teacher. This method has capability to learn the input pattern without known or assumed number of clusters [11] . Learning adjustment is confined to the single cluster center most similar to the pattern currently presented, which prevents the disruption of the characterization of previously discovered clusters unrelated to the current pattern.
Competitive learning algorithms employ set of representatives w j , j = 1,...,J. The goal is to move each of them to regions of vector space that are "dense" in vectors of X. Representatives compete when new vector x ∈ X is presented to the algorithm. The winner of this competition is the representative that lies closer to x. Then the winner is updated so as to move toward x, while the losers either remain unchanged or are updated toward x but at a much slower rate.
The competitive learning scheme may be stated as follows;
• Initialization w 1 ← randomly x ∈ X as initial cluster centers.
• REPEAT • UNTIL convergence occurs
• (E) Eliminated cluster having only a few members
• Updating remaining clusters
With this algorithm, the initial cluster is given randomly using a value of vector X, then, input vectors are presented in a different sequence, i.e.,
for each iteration. The winning representative (part (B)) is determined using the following rule;
. . . . . . . (4) is a similarity or dissimilarity measure, such as Euclidean distance, or Mahalanobis distance. In case of similarity measure used, the min operator in this preceding relation is replaced by the max operator. The numbers of created representative (part (C)) are limited by J max and given a threshold depending on the application at hand. The updating of the representatives (part (D)) is carried out by equation:
if w j is the winner w j (t − 1) otherwise (5) where η is the learning rate and takes values in [0,1]. According to this algorithm, the losers remain unchanged. On the other hand, the winner w j moves toward x. After all clusters are found, it is checked whether cluster have enough members. Those that do not are eliminated. Unassigned vectors are presented to the algorithm and assigned to the appropriate cluster.
To reduce subsets of determined fuzzy measures, a competitive learning algorithm is employed to categorize the input of CHIAN and the created representative's data are set as connection strength of hidden units in the CHIAN structure. This hybrid method, i.e., unsupervised and supervised learning called CHIAN-CL is proposed in this study for improving CHIAN performance. Architecture of the proposed network is shown in Fig. 5 . The structure of CHIAN-CL consists of three layers, i.e., input layer, competitive learning hidden layer, and output layer. Each layer consists of units, i.e., input units, hidden units and output units. The i-th input unit receives normalized external input u i ∈ [0, 1] (i = 1, · · · , N I ) to the network and outputs it as inputs to hidden units. Output x Ii ∈ [0, 1] of the i-th input unit is given by:
Output of hidden units is normalized by membership
The Output of the j-th hidden unit is given by
where w Hi j ∈ ℜ represents the characteristics of input patterns related to the connection strength of input units and the j-th hidden unit generated by competitive learning and options are parameters of membership functions. A membership function is essentially a curve that defines how each point in input space is mapped onto a membership value (or degree of membership) between 0 and 1. The output of hidden units becomes the input of output units, which in turn provide network output
where w jk ∈ [0, 1] is a collection of fuzzy measure that respecting of input pattern of the k-th output unit. The given desired system output is denoted by d k . In order to obtain a network that produces output y k with respect to input u i , the values of w O jk should be determined such that they will minimize the following error function: 
where η ∈ (0, 1) is a positive constant. ∂ E ∂ w O jk is calculated by back-propagation algorithm.
Verification
In this paper, the classification accuracy of CHIAN with competitive learning was tested by the leave-one-out cross validation (LOO-CV) [13] , which can be applied when the samples are small. The procedure consists of picking up one example for testing while the rest of the data are used to train the classifiers, and then testing the removed example. After testing, the classification result is recorded. The process is repeated until all examples have been tested. The accuracy of classifier is evaluated by calculating the average error as following; (12) where N is the total number of experiments conducted.
Experiments and Results
Video of 20 adults -6 women and 14 men -walking were taken in the Nagaoka University of Technology and Nagaoka Long Life Center (LLC) in spring, March 2008. Videos of 33 older pedestrians, 18 women and 15 men were also made for total of 53 persons as shown in Table 1 . The age of adult persons are between 20 and 40 years old, while the age of older persons are between 50 and 85 years old. "Older" was defined as 50 years of age or older. "Adult" was defined as 40 years of old or younger. An image sequence in the database contains only a single subject walking at normal speed acquired at 30 fps with 720 × 480 color pixels from good quality progressive scan hard-disk cameras (Sony DCS-SR100). All subjects in the database were filmed at an oblique angle. Each subject had at least four image sequences taken and each sequence contained at least one gait cycle, together with the background and other data. Silhouettes were extracted from image sequences by background subtraction, after which shadows were detected and spurious pixels eliminated to smooth the detected object. The contour was then extracted using a border-following algorithm based on connectivity.
Shape width was analyzed by 2D Fourier transformation to extract human motion features. In Fourier descriptors from previous processing, only Fourier spectrum |F (ω 1 , ω 2 )| of f (x 1 , x 2 ) was used. Extraction results were real-valued, so only half of the Fourier descriptors were required to characterize the shape because the rest were identical.
The feature selection is then performed to select the effective features for classification processing by using t-Test criterion. 20 top-ranked features were employed for classification. Two classifiers, i.e., CHIAN-CL and a feed-forward neural network were used for age and gender classification. In case of CHIAN, there were four and three created hidden units for age and gender, respectively. The neural network structure was built by three layers. The hidden layer consisted of 15 neurons and 10 neurons for age and gender class, respectively. The activation function was a tangent-sigmoid for hidden layer neurons. Linear activation was used for output layer neurons. The epoch was set to 300 and learning to 0.1, respectively. Weights were arbitrarily initialized and the network was trained using resilient back-propagation algorithm until error between desired and actual outputs is below a threshold or until the maximum epoch was reached. Once weights were determined, the network could be used for classification. Classification accuracy was determined by measuring average error of each classifier based on leave-one-out cross validation (LOO-CV). The experimental results are summarized in Table 2 .
In Table 2 shows that CHIAN-CL age classification was more accurate than gender classification. It was concluded that feature extraction method focusing on silhouette width may more effectively classify age than gender. To improve gender classification, it may be better to separate younger from older persons first, before classifying gender. Such hierarchical processing may yield higher accuracy in pedestrian attribute classification.
Results also indicated that CHIAN-CL age classification was better than neural network. Human motion features may consist of qualitative information, making CHIAN-CL performance more effective in coping with this problem. CHIAN-CL gender classification showed results comparable to the neural network, meaning gender may be better classified using weighted sum processing such as by neural networks rather than complex integration processing such as that by CHIAN.
These hypotheses must still be proven in more extensive testing in future research. 
Conclusion
This study has described automated age and gender classification using computer vision and machine learning. At first stage, the widths of silhouette were analyzed using 2D Fourier transform to extract human motion features. CHIAN-CL and feed-forward neural network classifiers were used to analyze age and gender discrimination based on extracted features. CHIAN with competitive learning has produced average age classification of 89.5% and gender classification of 78.5% compared to a neural network performance of 74.2% for age classification and 79.5% for gender classification. CHIAN-CL performance is thus higher than feed-forward neural networks in age classification and comparable to them in gender classification problem. Based on results, we concluded that:
1. CHIAN-CL has capability to explore characteristic of input patterns and concurrently reduce dimensionality and feature extraction. Transformed features make it easier to embed knowledge in CHIAN.
2. Features of human motion may consist of qualitative information in which using human mimetic knowledge such as fuzzy rules may be effectively solving this problem.
3. Changing body shapes correlate with human walking periodicity and its parameters may be affected by factors such as age or gender. The proposed method classifies human age and gender using the widths of silhouette shape variations in motion based on video images and CHIAN-CL.
4. CHIAN-CL may operate more effectively on classification problems in which human knowledge is embedded in the handling of features input.
5. CHIAN-CL extracts input pattern features that might produce better results than network that only memorizes training examples.
